The reduced free product of unital completely positive maps is defined. An invariant state on a C*-algebra for an automorphism (based on the free shift) is the composition of a state of a subalgebra with the reduced free product of expectations. Entropies for the reduced free product and the tensor product of an automorphism y with the free shift coincide with the entropy of y. § 1. Introduction
§ 1. Introduction
The reduced free product (A 9 0) = (*A i9 *(/>i) ieI of unital C*-algebras {A t } iel with respect to their states {4>i} iel is defined by Avitzour in [A] and Voiculescu in [V] independently.
For a unital C*-algebra B i9 (iel) with a state \l/ i9 let T t be a unital completely positive linear map from A { to B t with \j/ i • T t = 4> t . Put (B 9 \j/) = ( *B i9 *\l/i) iel . In §2, we define the reduced free product T=* ieI T i9 which is a unital completely positive map from A to B with \l/ • T = 0. If B t is a C*-subalgebra of A i and T { is a conditional expectation E t from A t onto B t , then * ieI E t is still a conditional expectation from A onto B. If B t = A i and T t is an automorphism 0 i9 then * ieI O t is an automorphism of A.
If the index set / is the integers Z and A t = A 0 for all zeZ, then we have the automorphism a of A which comes from the shift: neZ-^n 4-1. The a is called the free shift [S] . In §3, using the reduced free product of some conditional expectations, we show an extended version of Avitzour's uniquely ergodic theorem [A: 4. 1 Proposition] for the free shift.
Sauvageot and Thouvenot [ST] give a definition of entropy H p (y) for a p-invariant automorphism y of a unital C*-algebra C with a state p. Their entropy coincides with that of Connes, Narnhofer and Thirring [CNT] if C is nuclear. In §4, as an application of the result in §3, we show that the free shift a does not change Sauvageot-Thouvenot entropy for the reduced free product and the tensor product:
for every p invariant automorphism y of C. Applying this to the identity automorphism of C, we have H^a) = 0 ([S: Remark 2]). §2. Reduced Free Products of Completely Positive Maps
In this section, we define the reduced free product of unital completely positive linear maps. First, to fix notations, we recall definition of reduced free product of unital C*-algebras. Let / be an index set. For each iel let A t be a unital C*-algebra and 0 i :A i^> B(H i ) be a * -representation on the Hilbert space H t with the distinguished unit vector £ t . The free product Hilbert space (*H i9 *^i el is (H 9 f) with Here H? = H t 0 C£,. Put
n>l 1*11*12* "-in
The unitary operator
The /re^ product representation *j 6 /^>j is defined as the *-homomorphism *i 6 /lj from the enveloping C*-algebra ^i eI A i of the *-algebra free product of the {A t } iel to B(H) using the universal property of the free product ( [VDN] ). Now, let AI be a unital C^-algebra and 0 £ a state on A t . We denote the GNS representation of A i9 (IE I) with respect to fa by (TT £ , H i9 ^). Then we have the above representation A t -: A t -^B(H) coming from n t . The reduced free product (A, $) = (*A i9 *<^i) I -6/ is the C*-algebra A on H generated by Ufe/M^i) and the vector state $: $(a) = <a£, £>, «e>4 ( [V] ). Usually, for aeA i9 we denote 7^(0) by 0, and also ^(7^(0)) by a, for simplicity of notation. For each iel, let and We call an a6rerf(y4) a reduced word in A. Then Cl + linear span red (A) is dense in ,4 and <j)(a) = 0 for a reduced word a in A. (aeA,) . Put
Let ^ be the free product representation *j e /^j. We define T by
It is obvious that T: A -> B(X) is a unital completely positive map.
For aeAi, 
We put and
Then (**) is reduced to the first case.
Assume that n = 1.
so that, by (2.1.4)
Assume that n > 2. We compute (*) in the two cases i n _ t = j' 2 and i n _ i 7^ j 2 , and iterate the above discussions. Then
As we mentioned before, we denote /lf ( It is well known that conditional expectations and * -automorphisms are typical examples of unital completely positive maps. Applying Proposition 2.1 to these completely positive maps, we have the following two Corollaries: 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we only need to prove the conditional expectation property
E(ab) = E(a)b, (aEA,beB).
This follows from the argument on [CE: page 166] , because E is completely positive and satisfies that E(b) = b, (beB). Q Corollary 2.3. Let a £ be a *-automorphism of A { with ^ • o^ = <^. Then the reduced free product *. e/ a £ is a *-automorphism a of the reduced free product (A, (j>) 
with (j) • a = (f) and &(a^ = a £ (a £ ), (a^e^).
Proof. Since * i6j a f maps a reduced word in A to a reduced word in A, it is clear that * iel (x.i is an automorphism if every a f is an automorphism. Q §3. Invariant States on Reduced Free Products Let ,4 0 be a unital C* -algebra with a state 0 0 . Put ^ = 4 0 , 0 f = 0 0 (ieZ) and (>4, 0) = (*^., *0.). eZ . The *-automorphism a of A, which arises from the shift: n -> n + 1 on Z, is called the free shift on (A, (j) 
We denote by E^ the conditional expectation of A onto Cl conditioned by $, that is, E^d) = $(a)l. Then the reduced free product E^id c is a conditional expectation of A * C onto C by Corolary 2.2.
The following theorem is an extended version of [A: 4.1 Proposition] and we prove it by an analogous method as the proof of Theorem 3 in early version of [S] . Hence we need only to show \l/(x) = 0 for a self adjoint x which has the form (3.1.2)
x-tx t ®b h (x^S^b^B). 
a §4. Entropy for Reduced Free Products and Tensor Products
In this section we show relations between Sauvageot and Thouvenot entropy for the reduced free products and tensor products of automorphisms with the free shifts. To fix notations, we first recall the definition of entropy in [ST] . Let A be a unital C*-algebra with a state 0. A coupling of (A, <t>) is a pair (ij/, B) , where B is an abelian C* -algebra and if/ is a state on the C*-algebra A <g) B whose restriction to A (identified with A® 1) is 0. We denote by \i the probability measure on B obtained from the restriction of \j/ to B.
Let a be a 0 invariant automorphism of A and (\j/ 9 B) be a coupling of (A, 0) . Let jS be an automorphism of B such that \j/ is a ® ^-invariant. 
